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zCover releases crystal clear ruggedized TPU universal Case for iPhone 4 
Fits all iPhone 4 HD, AT&T and Verizon models 

zCover—the leading producer of protective covers, cases and innovative power chargers, 
immediately unleashed the Soft Crystal for iPhone 4.  zCover Soft Crystal fits all iPhone 4 models: 
iPhone 4 HD, iPhone 4 AT&T and Verizon models.  

As the first ruggedized Crystal Clear TPU case in market, its reinforced corners support a natural 
hand position when in horizontal mode and have a reinforced layer that works as a “crash cushion” 
during drops and falls. The rugged side finger grooves provide a comfortable fit for any sized hand. 

• Contour design for Perfect fit
• Full-body protection
• Full access to all controls
• Ruggedized for the best grip
• Simple way to show your iPhone 4 elegance
• FDA compliance

Several button features have also been included. 
The sleep/wake button has been enhanced so it is still protected but remains easy to press; 
1. Pre-tooling new sensors and cameras in face of iPhone 4;
2. Volume button protection prevents you from accidentally turning down your favorite;
3. Universal ring/silent switch Die-cut size fits any model of iPhone 4G, and allows you to change
modes without difficulty.

gloveOne Classic Pack gloveOne Original Pack gloveOne Outdoor Pack 

PID: APIP4TCC PID: APIP4TNC PID: APIP4TDC 
Package Contains: 
Soft Crystal gloveOne APIP4T 
protective case 

Package Contains: 
1. Soft Crystal gloveOne APIP4T
protective case
2. Universal Belt Clip.

Package Contains: 
1. Soft Crystal gloveOne APIP4T
protective case
2. Universal Belt Clip.
3. Universal Armband

SRP US$24.99 SRP US$29.99 SRP US$34.99. 
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Compatible zCover accessories available for this new released iPhone 4 cases sold separately at 
zCover online store www.zcover.com 

Lanyard 
zCover’s fashionable Lanyard.  
SRP $4.99 US 

Belt Clip 
zCover’s signature accessory, mobility with the 360 degree rotating removable Belt Clip. SRP $14.99 
US 

Rotary armband 
Perfect-fit 360 degree rotary armband, perfect for outdoor enthusiasts hiking and biking through the 
woods, or the fitness fanatic jogging through the streets. 
SRP $19.99 US 

Window clip 
Window clip allows you to attach your iPhone GPS style in your car, as an entertainment centre on 
the side window, or as a vertical stand at your desk. It doesn’t matter which way you turn it, it is ideal 
for those on the road. 
SRP $19.99 US 

About zCover 

zCover is a leading protective covers and cases solution provider. We designs, develops and distributes carrying cases, Dock-in-Case 
data and charger dock, Unified multi-chargers, replacement batteries, and function-added devices with a focus in Healthcare, 
Government, Enterprises and Education End-users. 

zCover incorporates leading-edge technology and independent IP rights to produce outstanding functionality and quality products. 
zCover, zBattery, zCapacity, zAdapter, typeOn, gloveOne and U8 are registered word trademarks in USA and other countries. Dockin- 
Case and Unified Power Solution are filed patents in USA and other countries. zCover iPhone, iPad and iPod cases were the 
Winner of Macworld Awards 2008 Best iPhone Accessory and nominated as the Best iPad Accessory in 2010, the Best iPod 
Accessory in 2007 and 2006. 

zCover has successful partnerships with Top 500 companies including Apple, Ascom, Cisco, Honeywell, Intermec, Motorola, 
Polycom, Siemens, Toshiba and other top 500 companies. Selected zCover, zBattery and zAdapter accessories for iPad, iPhone, 
iPod, mobile phones and handheld consumer products, computer keyboard cover and notebook/netbook body protectors are available 
at Ingram Micro, Apple Stores and other retail stores.   


